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Release Notes v2.1.2

panagenda is proud to announce the release of this new version of ConnectionsExpert, the all-in-one solution for IBM Connections Analytics, Monitoring 
and accelerating Adoption.

This new version is a minor fix release for version 2.1 and includes several bug fixes as well as a few minor improvements.

 

Highlights
Improvements
Bug Fixes
Structural Changes / Upgrade Path

Data Warehouse Rebuild Required
Upgrade Procedure: Container Installer

Highlights

 

User Activity in Community Manager Widget

The user activity chart in the community widget has been partly re-designed.

Improvements

"Application Performance" Page: Load time and overall performance on the page has been improved.

"Application Status" Page: Load time and overall performance on the page has been improved.

Data Collection: Several data collectors have been reworked with the goal of improving performance and scalability in large environments.

File Libraries: An addition data column has been added that makes it easier to link non-personal file libraries to their communities.

Bug Fixes
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"Application Performance" Page: An issue was fixed that prevented flag labels from being disabled along the flags when the series "Login Errors" was 
disabled.

Bridgehead: Several queries were fixed that would produce issues on Oracle in certain situations.

Data Processing: In certain situation a NULL-constraint error could occur during processing data collected from communities.

Log Download: An issue was fixed where in certain situation the log download would fail on Chrome.

Notifications: A bug was fixed that could lead to notifications being sent on login instead of based on their configured trigger condition.

Notifications: A bug was fixed that could lead to notifications being sent to the default admin recipient instead of their configured recipients.

Structural Changes / Upgrade Path

Data Warehouse Rebuild Required

Upgrade Procedure: Container Installer

Details on how to update to this new version can be found in the knowledge base article .Upgrading ConnectionsExpert

Visit our site to start your evaluation right now!

DWH Rebuild Required

After installing the update, parts of the application may not be available until the DWH is rebuilt. This process runs nightly, but can be triggered 
manually after the update. On the first login after the installation, more information on this topic will be displayed, along with the option to trigger 
the rebuild.

http://kbase-prod-01.panagenda.local:8090/kbase/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=15238872
https://www.panagenda.com/products/connectionsexpert/
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